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CHECK IN



CREATE SAFE SPACE TO CO-CREATE

.

Shared belief that the team is safe 

for interpersonal risk taking. 

”Being able to show and employ ”Being able to show and employ ”Being able to show and employ ”Being able to show and employ 

one's self without fear of negative one's self without fear of negative one's self without fear of negative one's self without fear of negative 

consequences of selfconsequences of selfconsequences of selfconsequences of self----image, image, image, image, 

status or career.”status or career.”status or career.”status or career.”

Team members feel accepted and 

respected. 



A BIT ABOUT ME AND MY CONNECTION 

TO AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND



Check in Principles

Paradigms

for our 

complex 

world

Practices:

Charters

Meetings

Decisions

Check out
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WHY DO WE NEED TO REDESIGN OUR 

MINDSETS, PRACTICES, BEHAVIORS?



THE BEST WORK OF YOUR LIFE



PRINCIPLES FOR ADAPTIVE WORK



SMALL GROUPS ADAPTING FRACTALLY



NEW PRACTICES 

CO-CREATING ADAPTIVE PROGRESS

Team Charters

Meetings

Decision making



METRICS

How does this team measure success, progress, mistakes? 

ACCOUNTABILITIES

What is the team responsible for? 

PURPOSE Why does this team exist? How does it contribute to the organization? What are its main goals? Who do we serve?

TEAM NAME

DECISION RIGHTS

On which things can this team make the final call? On which things is 
the decision taken to an advice process or IDM?

PRINCIPLES What rules will this team commit to that will help it succeed in achieving its purpose?

DEPENDENCIES 

Where is this team dependent on others? Where are others dependent 
on it? 

PRACTICES How will the team meet, decide, communicate, and store information? 



PurposePurposePurposePurpose

Unblock work + coordinate next actions for clarity, transparency + openness 

Facilitator and Scribe RolesFacilitator and Scribe RolesFacilitator and Scribe RolesFacilitator and Scribe Roles
Nominate and rotate roles frequently. Facilitator guides steps, holds everyone on 

point and time, discourages cross-talk, cuts off unproductive digressions.  Scribe 

documents next steps + accountabilities for transparent reference.

StepsStepsStepsSteps
Check in

Checklist review (expected behaviors)

Metrics – how are we doing?  So what?  

Updates – context; learning; curiosity; failure…

Triage – how can people help unblock work?

Check out – what do you notice?

ACTION MEETINGS



To create a common understanding of what the team has done well ,  

opportunities to change, and how to pivot for progress. Assumes that 

everyone on the team did their best and the reason for reflection is 

adaptation, not blame. Time to celebrate achievements, sur face 

information, understanding and learning - not to generate solutions.

Love            Lack            Learn

RETROSPECTIVE MEETING



DECENTRALIZE DECISION MAKING



CONSENT DECISION MAKING  



RESOURCES



LET’S PULL TOGETHER

LEARN + COLLABORATE + ADAPT



CHECK OUT

MJ Kaplan
@mjkaplan
mjkaplan@kaplanconsult.c
om
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